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ABSTRACT

This paper presents the optimization of a fully Monte Carlo (MC) based iterative image
reconstruction of Positron Emission Tomography (PET) measurements. With our MC re-
construction method all the physical e�ects in a PET system are taken into account thus su-
perior image quality is achieved in exchange for increased computational e�ort. The method
is feasible because we utilize the enormous processing power of Graphical Processing Units
(GPUs) to solve the inherently parallel problem of photon transport. The MC approach
regards the simulated positron decays as samples in mathematical sums required in the
iterative reconstruction algorithm, so to complement the fast architecture, our work of op-
timization focuses on the number of simulated positron decays required to obtain su�cient
image quality. We have achieved signi�cant results in determining the optimal number of
samples for arbitrary measurement data, this allows us to achieve the best image quality
with the least possible computational e�ort. Based on this research recommendations can
be given for e�ective partitioning of computational e�ort into the iterations in limited time
reconstructions.

Key Words: Monte Carlo, GPU, Positron Emission Tomography, PET, Medical Imaging,
Image Reconstruction

1. SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTATION

Pet Aimed Novel Nuclear Imager (PANNI) is the name of our image reconstruction software
we have developed for Positron Emission Tomography (PET) [1] systems and GPU architecture.
The essence of the software is the 3D Monte Carlo photon transport kernel that can calculate the
detector result from an arbitrary source in a de�ned geometry taking into account the supplied
volume of materials in the system. We implemented most of the physical e�ects that are rele-
vant in a PET measurement into PANNI with standard MC techniques [8], namely scattering,
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absorption, positron decay acollinearity and the detector response of the scintillator crystals. It
can simulate positron decays incredibly fast thanks to our parallel MC problem that can fully
utilize the raw processing power of GPUs, its simulating speed exceeds 108 positron decays per
second on commercially available cheap graphics hardware such as the Nvidia Geforce GTX 285.
In a real measurement the injected activity is in the order of 100 MBq because of dose consider-
ations so it is safe to say that the speed of PANNI is on par with reality. The details of our MC
implementation and its validation to MCNP5 [6] can be found in our previous article [2].

yj =
∑
k

Ajkxk (1)

The MC operator can be viewed as the Eq. 1. where we estimate the counts of the detectorpairs
(yj) by launching photonpairs from the active voxels of the volume (xk) and follow their trajec-
tories into the detectors taking into account the physical e�ects resulting in the calculation of
the probability (Ajk) that a decay in the k-th voxel will result in a detected event in the j-th
detectorpair, A is also called the system matrix.

During the image reconstruction we have to solve the inverse of Eq. 1., since we measure the
detector result (y) and we want to reconstruct the activity distribution (x) that produced it.
Using the general inverse of A will result in the solution however many problems arise with this
method. In our modern PET systems we have over 108 detectorpairs, and because of the systems
high spatial resolution we are obliged to set the number of voxels high, up to also 108, this means
that our system matrix contains at least 1016 elements and is unmanageable.

Our approach to this problem is that we do not store elements of A rather recompute them over
and over again with MC, and instead of inversion we use the Maximum Likelihood - Expectation
Maximization (ML-EM) [7][9] iterative reconstruction method. This method has two steps:
from an estimated source distribution we compute the detector result (forwardprojection) and
by comparing it to the measured data we improve the estimation (backprojection), then we repeat
these in the next iteration. This can be written as Eq. 2. where n is the number of iteration
and c

(n)
k is the correction factor of the activity of the k-th voxel computed by the ML-EM.

x
(n+1)
k = x

(n)
k · c(n)k (2)

c
(n)
k =

1∑
j

Ajk

·
∑
j

Ajk

ymeas
j

y
(n)calc
j

(3)

This correction factor itself is computed as in Eq. 3., in the backprojection step, where the ymeas

is the measured data and y(n)calc is the detector result from the estimated source of the n-th
iteration, and is computed by forwardprojection step as in Eq. 1. Thus the whole method can
be represented with Eq. 4. and is basically a Banach �xed point iteration.
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Solving Eq. 1. is fairly easy with MC and can be as accurate as need to be, since launching and
simulating more photonpairs from the source improves the statistical error of the detector result
just like in a real measurement with real physical e�ects, the simulated decays are just samples of
the sum. So we feed the sources and other necessary data to the GPU and the forwardprojector
kernel of PANNI �lls the detector array with the simulated detected events resulting in y(n)calc.

The backprojection is a somewhat harder problem, we have tried solving it with a geometri-
cally approximated reduced system matrix, based on the theoretical recommendation that the
precision of the forwardprojection determines the precision of the correction factors. We have
found this not to be true, as the precision of the forwardprojection increased, the precision of
the backprojection limited the quality of the reconstruction, so we devised a method to compute
backprojection with the same precise MC method as the forwardprojection.

Observe that Eq. 1. and Eq. 3 are similar in the way that both compute a weighted sum of
elements of the system matrix, our MC operator can compute Ajk with ease and we ought to use
it to improve the quality of the backprojection. An other similarity is that both projections work
on a detector and a volume dataset but with a di�erent computing direction. Let us form Eq.
3 into Eq. 5 so we can solve this equation with MC by launching photonpairs from a voxel and
when they hit a detectorpair the appropriate system matrix element will be added to both sums,
but in the case of the upper sum it will be weighted with the ratio stored in the hit detectorpair.
So we feed the detector ratios to the GPU and there by simulating the transport of photonpairs
the software will compute the weighted sums of ratios which divided by the normalizing sum of
weights result in c

(n)
k . The number of positron decays determines the number of samples taken

to compute the sums and their statistical error. The direction of data �ow here is indeed reverse
compared to the forwardprojection because we read elements from the detector ratio dataset and
write to the volume dataset containing the correction factors.

c
(n)
k =

∑
j

Ajky
(n)ratio
j∑

j

Ajk

(5)

The processing speed of the projections is almost identical despite the reverse data �ow, and the
required computational time is the linear function of the number of simulated positron decays.

2. OPTIMIZATIONS

We have a working reconstructing algorithm with many parameters and our goal is to:

• get the best possible image from the measured data
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• achieve the best image in a given time frame

In this section we present the di�culties, the considerations and our results in pursuing these
goals.

Before we do any optimization we have to de�ne our interpretation of the quality of the recon-
structed image. For this we de�ne a norm that compares the reconstructed volume with the
reference volume that created, either by simulation or by actual measurement, the detector re-
sult. We have considered the CC (cross correlation) or the commonly used L2 norm for this role,
which is computed as follows:

normCC = 100 ·

(
1−

∣∣∣∣∣ cov(A,B)√
cov(A,A) · cov(B,B)

∣∣∣∣∣
)

(6)

Where A and B are the vectors containing the activity concentration of the voxels. This norm
measures only the qualitative agreement of the volumes, its output value is in the range of [0, 100],
0 meaning an absolute match. As for the L2 norm:

normL2 =

√√√√ n∑
i=1

(Ai −Bi)
2

n
(7)

Where n is the total number of voxels and Ai and Bi are the activity of the i-th voxel. The L2
norm also takes into account the quantitative di�erence between the volumes, thus it is useful
to validate our reconstructions activity estimator. For our studies we have chosen the CC norm
because we observed that it has better properties in describing qualitatively the reconstructed
image.

For our tests we have used a number of simulated detector results generated from a reference
source so we could determine the quality of the reconstructed image. The easiest way to sim-
ulate a detector result is to use the forwardprojection of PANNI to simulate a certain source.
For reference and validation purposes we have also used the GATE (GEANT4 Application for
Tomographic Emission) [5] software to generate detector data.

2.1 Numerical Introduction to Our Method

The ML-EM algorithm is clearly superior to �ltered backprojection (FBP) or other methods
used in PET reconstruction in exchange for a more complex operation, most importantly for an
iterative scheme. In our reconstruction software we have to cope with problems such as build-up
of noise, the issue of a stopping criterion and a vast parameter space to optimize our method for.

To demonstrate the operation of PANNI the Fig. 1. shows the reconstruction of the BME phan-
tom, with the CC norm distances from the reference image. With growing iteration number the
CC norm �rst decreases as the iteration keeps producing a better estimate after each step, then
due to statistical noise accumulation the quality of the image degrades. For this reconstruction
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Figure 1: Cross sectional views of iterations of the BME (abbreviation of the name of our
university) phantom, at the 1st, 20th and 200th iterations with 46.2, 7.8 and 10.6 CC norm.

we used our own MC forwardprojection to generate the detector result and then it was fed back
to the ML-EM algorithm. For more visual demonstration see the twin paper [3].
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Figure 2: Demonstration of the e�ects of parameters on the reconstruction

As a short illustration of the main di�culties we have had during parameterizing the reconstruc-
tion, let us show you two examples. On Fig. 2a. the results of two runs are plotted, they di�er
in the samples taken in an iteration step by one magnitude. As it is clearly visible, using 109

positron samples lowers the achievable minimum CC, and results in a generally lower norm and
the minimum is found at a higher iteration number. The build-up of noise is signi�cant in the run
with less samples per iteration demonstrating the importance of precise correction factors. For
the optimal reconstruction we have to �nd the number of positron decays where we can achieve
the best CC norm value without wasting computing time. After a certain iteration number the
di�erence of measured and simulated data is lost in statistical noise or due to the ill-conditioned
nature of the problem, and further steps direct the convergence to a distribution that is di�erent
from the ideal.

The Fig. 2b. shows a given time reconstruction where our software had a certain computation
time that was divided into two di�ering number of iterations. The one with less iteration number
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has less statistical error in the correction factors but it has fewer steps to converge. The other
already shows the signs of noise build-up and has a worse CC norm minimum. This illustrates
well the trade-o�s in choosing the number of iterations when only a limited computing time is
available for the reconstruction. Obviously there must be an optimum in iteration number when
CC curve just reaches its minimum, and we should explore it.

2.2 The Test Phantoms and the Modeled Device

1
(a) Derenzo phantom (b) Cube phantom

Figure 3: Phantoms used to generate the presented results.

In the sections below we will present phenomena for just two phantoms for easier understanding,
in most cases the results of only one phantom will be, the one that is more expressive. The �rst is
the well known Derenzo phantom, the geometrical sizes of its bounding box is approximately 2.2
cm X 2.1 cm X 2.1 cm. The second is the phantom we refer to as "cube", its volume is divided
into eight equal sections as shown on Fig. 3b. and the activity of these sections is changing
linearly, its bounding box is 6.5 cm X 6.5 cm X 6.5 cm.

All the data presented in this article was simulated using the model of the small animal PET
system [4] developed at Mediso Imaging Systems Ltd., the system has 12 detector modules
organized around a circle of radius roughly 9 cm and has 39x81 pixels in modules resulting in
3 · 108 detectorpairs. GATE was used to do the actual simulation of detector result from the
phantoms for validation purposes.

2.3 Optimal Samples in Iterations

Amongst the vast number of optimization questions related to the ML-EM algorithm let we start
with the samples taken in the iterations. Since we use MC in the simulation the computing time
grows linearly with the simulated positron decays, hence for the sake of usability we have to �nd
an optimum in the precision of the correction factors and the number of samples taken in the
iteration steps. It is trivial that as the samples approach in�nity the CC gain from the greater
precision becomes marginal so our goal in this step was to �nd the number of positron decays
that gives the best CC norm at reasonable computing time.
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We could not avoid taking into account that the number of events in the detector result might
have an e�ect on the optimal samples because the statistical error of measured data a�ects
the precision of the computed correction factors. So we have simulated not only a number of
phantoms with di�erent number of positron decays in iterations but also detector results with
di�erent statistics of the phantoms. Of course to �nd the best CC norm our reconstruction
can get with the settings in place we had to iterate to the point when the CC norm reaches its
minimum. This test also gives us the opportunity to observe the image quality with di�erent
statistical variance levels of detector data.

To generate the detector results we have assigned a certain activity to the phantoms and we
simulated the detector data with multiple measurement times. The time here is a pseudo real
quantity and its sole meaning is that during the simulations there were activity · time decays.
This also means that we do not calculate with the half time and decaying activity of the isotopes
and the measurement time is an e�ective time quantity.
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Figure 4: Best achieved CC norm in the function of measurement time and computing e�ort.

During our tests we have found that the number of events in the measured data has little e�ect
on the minima of the CC curves on all the phantoms as seen on the �attening slope. This is a
very fortunate property of our method because there is one less parameter to con�gure.

The data from all the phantoms showed clearly that there is point on the best CC curves where
no additional quality gain worths the extended computing time, and we de�ned this optimum
point where a 2 fold increase in the simulated positron decays resulted in less than 10% of CC
norm decrease, so where the curve approached the �at part. During the thorough examination
of the data we observed an interesting connection between the number of voxels in the phantoms
and the optimal positron decays in the above sense. The results from all the phantoms show that
for each voxel that has non zero activity 104 samples are to be simulated on average. Obviously
the more voxels we have the more correction factors there are to be computed and more samples
are needed in the backprojection for adequate precision, but we did not expect such a straight
connection. Fig. 4. demonstrates our �ndings with the data from the cube phantom.

This discovery is signi�cant is high because it enables us to approximate the optimal number of
positron decays per iteration without relying on user input. After the �rst iteration step we get
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a blurred and bad quality image but it is su�cient for estimating the number of active voxels
with a segmentation technique. This method will not be wondrously precise but that is not a
requirement, even with a 10% error at counting the active voxels the change of the achievable CC
will be marginal. We have implemented this feature into our reconstruction and it can estimate
correctly the optimal number of positron decays on all the phantoms we have tried it for. This
way we do not need to experiment with the number of samples to get the best image and there
is one less parameter to care about.

2.4 Amount of Information in the Measured Data

The second goal that we had during these tests was to study the amount of valuable information
a set of detector results contains to allow for the optimization of measurement time. This
is important because we do not want to waste time for the measurement (or generating the
measurement data), after a period the increasing number of detected events will not provide
signi�cant improvement of the best possible image quality. In our case the practical measure of
the amount of information is the best CC norm achieved from the reconstruction of the detector
data. However we can not separate the CC results from the device that we model: the geometric
characteristics of the detector ring, the number of detector pixels and other properties of the
device explicitly a�ects the resolution and the value of the detector information.
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Figure 5: Best achieved CC norm with respect to the measurement time.

The data in Fig. 5. from the Derenzo phantom shows that indeed there are two di�ering regions
of the best CC curve versus the measurement time. The �rst part is where the lower statistical
error of the detector bin counts (better the measurement statistics) result in a constantly better
image, the relation is linear on a log-log scale, so the best CC is an exponentially decreasing
function of measurement time. Since the image gets better but only with fractions it depends on
the goal and the quality expectations of the measurement or even the radioactive dose tolerance
of the patient (be it a mouse or else) to determine the adequate measurement time. In the
second part the reconstruction reaches the resolution limit of the system and no real gain can
be achieved with the increasing number of counts in the detector, setting a maximum for the
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measurement time. According to our experiences the exact position where the change takes place
is highly dependent on the shape and geometric parameters of the phantom and sizes of voxels,
therefore we have not attempted to give a formula or other recommendations for the maximum
measurement time, and this task is dedicated to further research.

2.5 Sampling in One Iteration Step

As we have showed before, the MC simulated positron decays are samples of a mathematical
sum in the forward or backprojection, and the iteration steps will only be successful if each sum
is sampled correctly and the statistical error of the correction factors will be low. Since for one
iteration we have a certain computing time thus we have to divide the number of positrons to
the two projection steps e�ciently.

We have two e�ects to consider, the �rst is that during the forwardprojection photonpairs from
many voxels arrive in a certain detectorpair, determining the bins statistical error. The second
is that the samples from one voxel in the backprojection reach computed ratios of the measured
and calculated scores from the forwardprojection, resulting in the correction factor with some
statistical error. The strength of these e�ects will determine the importance of the projections.

For this optimization we ran a series of tests with various phantoms and used di�erent computing
times for one iteration step. This way a particular test consisted of a selected detector dataset
and a selected total number of decays in one iteration step, and with a number of ratios (forward
/ total samples) we divided the samples to the projections. For every iteration we determined the
ratio that has the minimal CC norm, and as a �nal result we got the best ratio for the iteration
number. This way a particular test consisted of a selected detector dataset and a selected total
number of decays in one iteration step, and with a number of ratios we divided the samples to
the projections. For every iteration we determined the ratio that has the minimal CC norm, and
as a �nal result we got the best ratio for the iteration number.
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Figure 6: Best ratios of forward to total number of samples with di�erent phantoms.

The results on Fig. 6. show a complex and unpredictable behavior of the best ratio dependent
on the phantom and total number of samples, therefore no real optimization can be taken in an
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individual iteration step without a priori knowledge of the dataset. However the relatively little
di�erence between the CC norms of the ratios allows us to use 0.5 ratio as a rule of thumb.

2.6 Achieving the Best Image in a Given Time

We believe to have acquired a basic knowledge about the workings and properties of the recon-
struction of PET data but there is an elusive goal ahead us, to optimize for the total computation
time. This is a fundamentally di�erent question than those we have analyzed before, because
instead of pure quality we seek the image with best price to value ratio. Research in this area
has real life importance, for example quickly computing an image right after or during the mea-
surement can hold a great value for the physician, and can help deciding the allocated resources
for the full reconstruction overnight. Although this is mostly signi�cant with measurements that
require geometrically big and high resolution image due to the great numbers of voxels and the
same high amount of precise correction factors in many iterations.

Investigating the matter at hand we have made a series of runs with number of measurement
time and some total computing times with di�erent iteration numbers, in this data we searched
for the iteration number that resulted in the best CC number with respect to both times. Basi-
cally the computing time determines linearly the amount of samples we can use throughout the
reconstruction, and we divided these samples into the particular number of iterations equally.
We choose to represent the computing e�ort with the real computing time rather than number
of positron decays to be more expressive.
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The results represented on Fig. 7. show very interesting connections with the data from Derenzo
phantom. The �rst is that measurements with greater statistical error require more positron
decays in the projections thus the total number samples are divided to fewer iterations. So
during the computation we can compensate for the imperfection of the measurement to an
extent, but then as seen on the low computation time curve it reaches �at part, where samples
in an individual iteration is exactly the optima we have found in a previous section. The curve
representing the "60 minutes" run have not reached this point yet, but the other two curves �at
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part clearly shows an agreement with the results of searching for optimal number of samples in
iterations. This conclusion along with some knowledge of the phantom can be applied to get the
best quality image at a given time reconstruction. It is important to note here that the error of
the data comes from the discrete resolution of iteration numbers.

3. CONCLUSIONS

In this article we have presented you our state of the art method of PET image reconstruction
with the iterative ML-EM algorithm based on the unquestionable precision of MC to compute
elements of a PET system matrix, we also showed you that this method is feasible thanks to our
parallel problem that can be implemented e�ciently to GPUs.

Having analyzed our MC based iterative PET reconstruction code PANNI regarding basic MC
sampling parameters, we have found that

• forward- and backprojections require approximately the same number of samples

• the amount of samples needed are a function of the number of voxels rather than the
number of measured counts

• ideal workload distribution is a function of the number of measured counts through bal-
ancing between number of iterations and computing time per iteration.

It is expected that the variability in images we aim to reconstruct is low compared to the e�ect of
the parameter changes, therefore near optimum settings recommendations based on mathematical
phantom reconstructions can be given. Reconstructions based on real measurement data would
truly validate the above comments, that is dedicated to latter research.
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